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SURVEY REPORT OF ONLINE TRAINING FOR SPECIALLY-ABLED
AIMS Media is a pioneer organisation in the field of education, research, advocacy and skill building for people
with special needs since twelve years and have more than five years successful experience of conducting
Online and Distance education with specially-abled across India and overseas, specially related to multimedia
and other technology-based vocational training programs.
During the Covid-19 outbreak and the current lockdown situation we introduced the online version of Ability
enhancement Multimedia Programme (AEMP) with our associates and beneficiaries across pan India. For the
month of April 2020, we got some fascinating results which we would like to share with you.
RESPONSE ANALYSIS:









85% of our users appreciated the online AEMP and believe it to be a solution for compensating their
pending classes during holidays and other long term vacations.
97% of users agreed that the multimedia educators of AIMS Media have been providing adequate
solutions their curriculum & content related challenges.
91% of users found the training platform accessible and easy to understand for online sessions.
Out of the different training modes provided to the users, 47% have been using video conferencing +
video tutorials, 31% real time video conferencing and 22% worksheets + conference call.
79% of users feel the online sessions were interactive, interesting, innovative and involving.
82% of users say that online training is improving their child’s various functional area such as
attention span, artistic sense, understanding and adaptability, whereas 18% of users says online
training help to enhance behaviour, expression and communication.
72% of users found cooperative bonding with their child while using online training.

Apart from these facts and figures, many associates and beneficiaries have shared kind and appreciating words
regarding the online AEMP and are happy to get continuous learning while sitting conveniently at their home.
TESTIMONIALS AND REFERENCES:
 Online classes have been quite a unique experience during these difficult times. The parents are able
to experience the projects and educator is providing all the help required. : - from Bengaluru
 The sessions have been interesting not just for my son but for me too. In fact I had quite a mental
block about the usage of the software’s but today I am enjoying as much as my child. These sessions
have created a better understanding for us as parents as to how much the coordinators have to work
with each child to make this program successful. Thank you team. : - from Chennai
 These one to one video classes were really a great attempt made by AIMS Media management, I
strongly recommend them to continue to have mutual benefit, as special children in any case require
some one next to them all the time, these online teaching is going to help one of a parent can be with
him for very class. I would prefer to have my child’s rest of class to be online, as they are convenient
and flexible. : - from Hyderabad
 The decision to continue AEMP classes via online media is an innovative and exciting step. It has
exposed our learners to the computer systems and communication in an online medium. The faculty
member has shown a lot of patience and given learners great support in their learning. It will be
interesting to see how learners' skill evaluation is done in this medium. : - from Delhi
 Online classes are helping a lot to the child. He is interested in doing his work and eagerly waits for his
next class. Very happy with educator and the initiative taken for our child. : - from Kolkata

This report has been made from the survey done and analysis of the response given by our users and issued in
public interest with the purpose of making education accessible to everyone and everywhere.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sincere wishes,
Team AIMS Media

